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NOW, I would like to share with you the story of my design aesthetic, which is deeply influenced by dynamic nature, minerals, 
and all of the universe.



What is Jewelry?



Some people regard jewelry as just a pretty thing to look at, a symbol of wealth, like a fancy car or a giant mansion. There are two 
reasons why people began wearing jewelry. 



The first reason is physical and the second reason is psychological.



My mineral collection is based more on the second, psychological reason. Not just about beauty, but the greater value that minerals 
have.



My father was a mine-operator. As a child  I grew up around minerals. My interaction with minerals at that young age led me to 
believe that minerals were simple and unchanging. 



Recently, I have begun to examine minerals at Hanyang University in Korea, I realized that minerals expressed the dynamic energy 
of nature. 
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Perovskite CaTiO3 

Beryl Be3Al2(SiO3)6 
(Al light blue, Be green,Si dark blue) 

Garnet X3Y2Si3O12 
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And, I frequently go to the Natural History Museums to understand the history of the Earth and minerals.



I enjoy the mystery of minerals, and feel a certain happiness as a jewelry designer using materials that highlight nature through 
their eternity and dynamism. 



That’s how I changed my focus from dynamic shapes to dynamic nature, and finally to dynamic jewelry design through the use of 
natural crystal.



What is a mineral?



Minerals have deep value in natural history because they tell us the origin of The Earth and even the universe. 



Minerals are not just simply a formative motif but a medium to describe the origin of the Universe and the basis of life.



In reading the rocks, we read the story of our restless planet. We come to understand its complex patterns of interaction and the 
nature of change over deep geological time. 

National History Museum, 
London, UK



I used this as inspiration for my mineral collection. I chose specific stones by their gemological character for each period of the 
story. 



This collection expresses the time from the creation of the universe to the origin of life. It re-evaluates the meaning of jewelry that 
has been developed throughout time.





Now, I would like to take you on a journey of over 13 billion years through the Earth and the Universe and through minerals 
themselves with my jewelry. Let's start our journey into the universe. 



But first, I appreciate you taking the time to come with me on this journey. 



I would like to present you with a VIP ticket to step inside YEMYUNGJI's spaceship. 



And I have prepared very luxurious seats and food for you. 



And each day you will see the 12 creations that I’ve been inspired by. Let’s start at the very beginning then. Are you ready?





The universe was born from the great explosion, the Big Bang.



I used Esquel. It is one of the most beautiful meteorites. It contains peridots. 



With Esquel and bold dynamic diagonal lines express speed and direction showing the energy of the Big Bang.



This necklace represents light of the Big Bang. 

No. 1

The Big bang 
Esquel, Necklace





After the Big Bang, thousands of stars appeared, and became the galaxy. 



Super Diamond fell from the sky telling us the origin of the Universe, it’s not from Earth it actually fell from space.



The dynamic line expresses the journey of the super diamond through space to the Earth, And to the ring. 



No.  2

The Galaxy
Super diamond, Ring

This super diamond ring links Earth to the galaxy. 





After the Solar System formed, the most crucial incident, the Great Impact, happened. 



Garnet in a country rock resembles the moment of the Great impact. 



We can show the meeting of the two by combining the stone with my 3D patented Knitting technique from 1998.



The stone and the shape of the necklace look like the earth and the moon holding each other.

No.  3

The Great impact
Almandite garnet , Necklace





I bet you know Pangea. It’s the theory that the continents were once one whole land mass.



Garnets were made at the same time of the Earth's formation. 



These Uvarovite garnets illustrate the vastness of the super continent. This Spessartite garnet illustrates the energy of the Sun.



This necklace describes the creation of Earth's crust through the image of Pangea. 

No.  4

Pangea
Spersatite, Uvarovite, Necklace



Warning. On the 5th day, You may be able to feel some turbulence in your seat. So hold on, and Fasten your seatbelt.

WARNING!





During the forming of the ground, the ground goes up and down. That’s because of the strong energy inside the Earth. 



The beautiful verticals on Tourmaline’s surface show the energy of crystal growth.



I can feel the energy from the volcano and a variety of terrains, but also in the minerals.



No.  5

Growth
Tourmaline, Necklace

The necklace represent the dynamic energy of divergence.





Where do all the Earth’s energies come from? They emerge from the deepest part of the Earth, the core. 



The symmetrical striation of Almandite garnet illustrates the expanding energy from the core and shows us the energy of crystal 
growth. 



You can see the helical shape and the delicate stone-like radial pattern.



These dynamic lines are engraved repeatedly on the bracelet. 

No.  6

Expanding
Almandite garnet, Bracelet



Are you interested in the mystery of minerals? Shall we go further into minerals? 



Minerals are essentially the most fundamental element in the origin of the universe, and on a micro level there is a specific pattern 
to their expansion. Geometry, color, and the dynamic formation caused by nature creates shapes through an array of particles that 
all have their eternity in their lines and faces. They indicate how nature can be dynamic.





The basis of geometry is actually minerals and gemstones. Atoms combined into a structure called unit cells and create further 
materials.



In particular, the ruby is in a hexagonal structure. 



This geometric jewelry is composed of basic design elements in the shape of a hexagon. 



It is like looking into the internal structure of the ruby. 

No.  7

Geometry
Ruby, Bracelet





Minerals are the most important, and beautiful elements on Earth. There is perfect symmetry in Nature and minerals are the 
source of beauty. 



Spinel and Fluorite are kinds of minerals with cubic systems that show the perfect symmetry of nature.



This jewelry also uses isometric shapes to emphasize the beauty of symmetry. 



You can see that this brooch is a beautiful isometric shape.

No.  8

Symmetry
Spinel, Fluorite, Brooch



Are you thirsty? It’s been a long trip. But water is out there!





The first rains fell on Earth and they became the seas. 



I used an aquamarine which contains water in its crystal structure. You can see that the light blue colors resemble an ocean. 



The lines that illustrate the water’s flow and the natural geometric shape of the stone exist in harmony in this water necklace. 



This necklace expresses water, an essential element of life. 

No.  9

Water
Aquamarine, Necklace





There were calm but important periods in earth’s history. The Ice Age was a period of rest to prepare for an era of new life. 



I used rock crystal because it really looks like an icicle from the ice age. Even the name of crystal means ice. 



The netted lines have 4 parts. Each part represents one of the 4 glacial periods. 



The stone and netted lines in this necklace make us feel the calm of the glacial period. 

No. 10

The Ice age
Rock crystal, Necklace





Finally, when there was enough water and oxygen on the Earth, life was born. We should appreciate this one the most.



For this episode, azurite and malachite are used. These were created at the time when Earth started to contain oxygen



This necklace expresses vitality through the vivid color and organic form of the stones and blossoming lines. 



It shows the magic of birth. Doesn’t it look like it’s moving?

No.  11

Birth of  life
Malachite, Azurite, Necklace





After the creation of life, organisms developed and the ecosystem diversified. 



For example, oysters make pearls. Coral is essential for sea life ecosystems. So I used organic minerals such as pearl and coral for 
this story to convey the richness of ecosystems.



This piece is to express the vitality of life and living joy continuously.

No. 12

Evolution of  life
Pearl, Coral, Necklace



This piece is to express the vitality of life and living joy continuously.

No. 12

Evolution of  life
Pearl, Coral, Necklace



We are finally at the end of our journey. Did you enjoy it? If so, please come again.



Earth

Venus

Mars

Mercury

Out of the 8 planets in our solar system, only 4 are solid planets made of minerals. Out of those 4 planets, Earth is the only one 
capable of sustaining life.



I think Earth is the most beautiful planet in the universe.



Minerals helped give us life. For us, wearing jewelry is a way to pay homage to Mother Earth and the process which created life on 
our planet. .



In this way, jewelry demonstrates the circle of life/and shows us where we came from.



The vitality of nature we see in the minerals and the unique lines of Yemyungji have joined together to create art jewelry that 
brings people vitality and living  joy. 



The greatest gift from nature is minerals. The greatest heritage is jewelry. As there is no end to nature, there is no end to my dynamic 

jewelry designs.



My life mission, as a jewelry designer, is to broaden the horizons of jewelry culture. My intention is to join you to part of this 

everlasting jewelry culture in the same vein of dynamic nature. 



Artists make the world more beautiful and meaningful with their own creative thinking and philosophy. I endlessly deliver  this 

message to the world through my jewelry. I'm a designer who creates the vitality of life through jewelry.




